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Introduction

Surgical trainees are expected to be competent in performing 
operations independently by the end of their training. This 
often involves spending hundreds of hours performing 
increasingly complex operations under the close supervision 
of their consultants. Additionally, consultants are expected 
to provide training opportunities for their trainees without 

jeopardising clinical outcomes. In the current literature, 
numerous studies in the speciality of general surgery have 
reported that trainee involvement has no impact on clinical 
outcomes (1,2), while others have reported an increase in 
operating times (3) and complication rates (4,5).

Thyroidectomy is one of the most common endocrine 
surgical operations performed by ear, nose and throat 
(ENT) surgeons and general surgeons with an interest in 
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endocrine surgery. There is a direct correlation between 
surgeon volume and its impact on clinical outcomes, with a 
yearly minimum of 20–25 thyroidectomies recommended to 
maintain low complication rates (6,7); however, a learning 
curve of at least 60 thyroidectomies may be required (8). 
With current working time restrictions, trainees may 
find obtaining operative experience to gain competencies 
in thyroidectomies difficult, yet are expected to have 
favourable outcomes.

Several clinical outcomes are of great importance in 
thyroid surgery. These outcomes include hypocalcaemia, 
recurrent laryngeal nerve injury, re-bleeding rates and 
operating times. Trainee involvement in thyroid surgery 
may have both positive and negative impacts on clinical 
outcomes. The aim of this systematic review is to assess 
and provide a review of the literature as it relates to trainee 
involvement in thyroid surgery and their impact on clinical 
outcomes. 

Methods

Search strategy

A search strategy was developed to identify all studies 
involving patients undergoing thyroidectomy with trainee 
involvement and their impact on clinical outcomes. 
An electronic search of online databases (MEDLINE, 

Cochrane and EMBASE) was performed to include 
studies from 1995 to 2018. The following terms were 
used for the search, using Boolean operators ‘OR’ and 
‘AND’: ‘thyroidectomy’, ‘hemithyroidectomy’ or ‘thyroid 
surgery’ combined with ‘training’, ‘trainees’, ‘residents’ or 
‘residency’.

Inclusion criteria

Studies were included if they compared clinical outcomes 
of patients undergoing thyroid surgery by trainees versus 
consultants. Studies involving ENT and general surgery 
trainees were also included. Studies that had other operations 
were also included but individual data specific to thyroid 
surgery was extracted (see Table 1). The search was filtered to 
include publications involving patients over 18 years of age.

Exclusions

Studies that were not comparative in nature were excluded.

Study selection

After performing a search of the literature, all relevant 
abstracts mentioning trainee versus consultant involvement 
in thyroid surgery and the impact on clinical outcomes were 
screened by the first author. Full texts were then screened 

Table 1 Study characteristics of the included studies

Author
MINORS 

score
Country Type of study

Patients, n

Intervention

Outcomes reported

Consultant 
operating

Trainee 
operating

Hypocalcaemia
Nerve 
injury

Re-bleeding
Operating 

time

Hassan et al. 14 Germany Retrospective 111 42 TT Yes Yes No No

Acun et al. NA* Turkey Prospective 74 78 nTT Yes Yes Yes No

Folsom et al. 12 USA Retrospective 4,457 8,694 HT No No No Yes

Ambe et al. 18 Germany Retrospective 147 61 HT/TT Yes Yes Yes Yes

Gurrado et al. 16 Multicentre Retrospective 7,092 1,816 TT Yes Yes Yes Yes

Mishra et al. 16 India Retrospective 127 105 TT Yes Yes Yes No

Vieira et al.** 13 USA Retrospective NA NA T* No No No Yes

Emre et al. 20 Turkey Prospective 69 75 TT Yes Yes Yes Yes

Uecker et al.** 17 USA Retrospective NA NA T* No No No Yes

Reinisch et al. 16 Germany Retrospective 112 112 TT/HT/nTT Yes Yes Yes Yes

n, number; TT, total Thyroidectomy; nTT, near total thyroidectomy; HT, hemi-thyroidectomy; T*, thyroidectomy type not indicated; NA, not 
available; NA*, not applicable. Studies with ** are those where data was extracted.
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by 2 authors to ensure they met the inclusion criteria of 
the study and that they fulfilled the Preferred Reporting 
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 
guidelines (9).

Further studies were included after searching the 
references of the studies obtained from the electronic 
search. Any queries about suitability for inclusion were 
resolved by consensus.

Outcomes measured

The main outcomes of interest were hypocalcaemia rates 
and injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve. Hypocalcaemia 
was defined as calcium below the normal reference range 
and/or requiring calcium supplementation. Hypocalcaemia 
was further divided into temporary versus permanent 
hypocalcaemia depending on the need for further calcium 
supplementation at 6 months follow up. Injury to the 
recurrent laryngeal nerve was defined as voice changes as a 
result of direct injury to the nerve and confirmed by video 
laryngoscopy. Nerve injury was also divided into temporary 
or permanent based on the persistence on voice changes at 
6 months follow up.

The secondary outcomes of interest were re-bleeding rates 
and operating times. Re-bleeding was defined as the need for 
subsequent return to theatre due to significant swelling in 
the neck or airway compromise in the post-operative period 
(before discharge from hospital). Operative time was defined 
as the time from initial skin incision to skin closure.

Quality assessment

The quality of the methods was assessed independently by 

2 authors. The MINORS criteria (Methodological index 
for Non-Randomized Studies) were used to assess the 
quality of the methods used in the included studies (10). It 
is a validated 12-item tool used to assess the quality of non-
randomised comparative studies. Each item is scored from 
0–2, giving a maximum score of 24. The MINORS score 
for 9 of the studies are included in Table 1. Acun et al. (11) 
was not assessed using the MINORS criteria as this was a 
randomised study.

Results

Search strategy

A total of 1,009 papers were identified and their titles were 
screened. After screening 984 were excluded. Twenty-
five full texts were then assessed for eligibility of which 15 
were assessed to be not eligible for inclusions. Ten studies 
met the eligibility criteria and were included in this review 
(Figure 1).

Included study characteristics

Table 1 summaries the characteristics of the 10 studies 
included in this review. Three studies were from Germany 
and United States, 2 from Turkey, 1 study was a European-
multicentred and 1 study was from India. Included 
studies were from 1999 to 2016. Of the 10 studies, 8 were 
retrospective and 2 prospective. There was 1 multicentre 
study. There was heterogeneity in the included studies – 
type of operation (hemithyroidectomy, total thyroidectomy, 
near total thyroidectomy), population studies (Graves’s 
disease, diagnostic hemithyroidectomy, thyroid cancer) and 

Figure 1 PRISMA diagram showing identification, selection and inclusion of studies for the systematic review.

984 records excluded after reviewing abstracts and titles

15 studies excluded as inclusion criteria not met

1,009 records identified through online databases

1,009 records screened

25 full text articles assessed for eligibility

10 studies included in systematic review
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reporting of outcomes measured. 
Two studies were based on data from registries and 

examined multiple surgical operations (12,13). In these 2 
studies data was extracted where available. The remaining 
8 studies examined trainee involvement in thyroid surgery 
only. Only 4 studies examined all clinical outcomes specified 
in this review

Statistical analysis

Due to this heterogeneity, a meta-analysis could not be 
performed and a narrative systematic review was utilised 
instead

Outcomes

Figure 2 summarises the results of the individual studies.

Hypocalcaemia

Seven studies assessed the impact of trainee involvement in 
thyroidectomies on hypocalcaemic rates (11,14,15-19). All 
studies reported no significant differences in temporary or 
permanent hypocalcaemia rates when comparing trainee 
versus consultant involvement in thyroidectomies.

Hassan et al. (14), Acun et al. (11), Ambe et al. (15), 
Gurrado et al.  (16), Emre et al.  (18), and Reinsch  
et al. (19) defined hypocalcaemia as ionised calcium below 
the reference range and/or symptoms of hypocalcaemia 
such as tingling or paraesthesia. They further subdivided 
hypocalcaemic rates into temporary or permanent based 
on an interval time period of 6 months. Mishra et al. (17), 
although reporting hypocalcaemia rates, did not clearly 
define hypocalcaemia in his methodology.

Rates of temporary hypocalcaemia for trainees ranged 
from 6.4–33% and permanent hypocalcaemia from 0–1.9%. 
Rates of temporary hypocalcaemia for consultants ranged 
from 8.1–24% and permanent hypocalcaemia from 0–0.8%. 

Nerve injury

Seven studies assessed the impact of trainee involvement 
on nerve injury rates (11,14,15-19). All studies reported 
no significant differences in temporary or permanent 
nerve injury rates when comparing trainee to consultant 
involvement.

Six of those studies defined nerve injury based on 
the presence of vocal cord paresis on post-operative 
laryngoscopy. Mishra et al. (17), although reporting on 
nerve injury did not mention how this was assessed. 

Hassan et al. Acun et al. Ambe et al. Gurrado et al. Mishra et al. Emre et al. Reinisch et al.

Cons Trainee Cons Trainee Cons Trainee Cons Trainee Cons Trainee Cons Trainee Cons Trainee

Hypocalcaemia (%)

Transient 21.6 21.4 8.1 6.4 21 19.7 18.1 17.8 24.4 33.3 20.3 20 21.5 32

Permanent 10.8 0 0 0 0.9 0 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.9 0 0 0 0

P >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05

Nerve injury (%)

Transient 9 7.1 2.6 3.7 6.7 5.2 2.3 2.8 3.6 4.8 2.2 2.7 4.6 2.8

Permanent 0.9 2.3 0 0 0.9 0 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.72 0 0 0

P >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05

Re-bleeding (%) 0 0 3.4 3.2 0.7 0.4 1.6 3.8 0 1.3 1.9 2.7

P >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 P>0.05

Folsom et al. Uecker et al. Ambe et al. Gurrado et al. Veira et al.* Emre et al. Reinisch et al.

Operating time (min) 82.5 91.2 109 125 74.8 85.9 71.8 101.3 0.063 0.069 126 136 139 145

P <0.001 0.16 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.05 0.65

Figure 2 Reported clinical outcomes from individual studies included in the review. *, Veira et al. reported operating time as Z scores.
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Temporary and permanent nerve injuries were examined 
in the 7 included studies. Three studies (16,18,19) defined 
permanent nerve injury on follow up periods ranging from 
3–6 months.

Rates of temporary nerve injury for trainees ranged from 
2.7–7.1% and permanent injury from 0–2.3%. Rates of 
temporary nerve injury for consultants ranged from 2.2–9% 
and permanent injury from 0–0.9%.

Re-bleeding 

Six studies assessed re-bleeding rates (11,15-19). Gurrado  
et al. (16), Emre at al. (18) and Reinisch et al. (19) clearly 
stated whether post-op bleeding required re-intervention or 
conservative management. 

All 3 studies found no difference in re-bleeding rates 
among trainees and consultants. Re-bleeding rates 
requiring intervention for both trainees and consultants 
ranged from 0–1%. 

Ambe et al. (15), Acun et al. (11) and Mishra et al. (17) 
also examined bleeding rates but did not mention whether 
these were managed conservatively or required intervention. 
Re-bleeding rates for trainees ranged from 0–3.8% 
compared to 0–3.4% for consultants in these 3 studies.

Operating time

Seven studies assessed the impact on trainee involvement 
on operating time (12,13,15,16,18-20). Five of these studies 
(12,15,16,18,20) found that there was a significant increase 
in operating time among trainees compared to consultants. 

Operating times for trainees ranged from 85–136 min 
compared to 72–126 min for consultants. Reinisch et al. (19) 
and Uecker et al. (13) reported no significant differences in 
operating times between trainees and consultants.

Discussion

This systematic review examined the impact of trainee 
involvement on clinical outcomes in thyroid surgery. Due 
to the heterogeneity of the studies included, a meta-analysis 
was not performed. Despite this, this review has provided 
a narrative review illustrating that trainee involvement 
under supervision does not have a significant effect of 
hypocalcaemia rates, nerve injury and re-bleeding. In 
studies where operative time was assessed, this was found to 
be increased among trainees compared to consultants. 

In the United Kingdom, the introduction of the 

European Working Time Directive (EWTD) has led to 
a perceived reduction in the operative experience that 
surgical trainees require in order to become competent in 
surgical procedures (21). It has also been reported that the 
changing work patterns has resulted in fewer operations 
being performed by junior and senior surgical trainees 
with a possible impact on clinical outcomes (22). The lack 
of operative exposure combined with working restrictions 
places emphasis on high quality training in order for surgical 
trainees to gain competencies. It has been suggested that 
high volume thyroid surgeons have better clinical outcomes 
compared to low volume surgeons (6,7) and having trainees 
rotate through these high-volume centres may improve 
their competencies without jeopardising patient outcomes. 
This was evident in the largest multicentre study included 
in this review where over 8,500 patients underwent total 
thyroidectomy (16). Twenty percent of these patients were 
operated on by trainees supervised by consultants, with 
no significant differences observed in clinically relevant 
outcomes.

The lack of training time implies that surgical training 
must be of the highest quality to ensure that trainees are 
exposed to a safe level of operating while maintaining 
low complication rates. Trainees performing complex 
operations such as thyroidectomies should be supervised 
by consultants to ensure that key steps of the operation 
are performed competently. Supervised operating also 
teaches the inexperienced trainee methods of identifying 
important structures such as the parathyroid glands and 
recurrently laryngeal nerve thus avoiding potentially life 
altering complications. In the current review, consultants/
attendings were assisting/supervising their trainees and this 
may account for the low complication rates experienced by 
the trainee group and re-emphasises the need for trainee 
supervision to ensure a high quality of care is maintained.

Operating time was significantly longer in the trainee 
group compared to consultants. This finding is not only 
limited to trainee involvement in thyroid surgery as other 
reviews examining trainee involvement in other surgical 
specialties have replicated the same results (1,5). In the 
current review the maximum trainee operating time was 
20 min longer that the consultant operating time with 
no significant impact on patient outcomes and should be 
expected as part of the trainees’ learning curve.

There are a few limitations of this review. There was 
degree of heterogeneity with the included studies. Eight of 
these studies were retrospective with the remaining 2 being 
prospective. Some studies examined hemithyroidectomies, 
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while others looked at total thyroidectomies for both benign 
and malignant disease. A few studies did not explicitly define 
their outcome measures and all of studies were conducted 
in university affiliated hospitals which may limit the 
generalisability of the findings. Lastly, the degree of trainee 
involvement and supervision was not clearly defined in any 
of the included studies. Supervision can imply scrubbed 
in during the operation, not present but available when/if 
needed or assisting with only critical steps of the operation. 
This lack of information from the studies makes assessing 
the level of trainee involvement and supervision difficult to 
interpret.

Despite these limitations, this systematic review evaluated 
over 23,000 patients undergoing thyroid surgery, of which 
11,000 were operated on by trainees. The results found no 
significant differences on hypocalcaemia, nerve injury or 
re-bleeding rates among trainees but did report a longer 
operating time. Trainee involvement in thyroid surgery with 
consultant supervision in high volume, dedicated teaching 
centres has no significant impact of patient outcomes.
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